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Introduction
During three weeks between 31 May and 21 June, a team 
of six IBM experts from four countries engaged with 
Shicho (Mayor) Daisaku Kadokawa, his leadership team 
and various stakeholders to address a key challenge:

Make Kyoto a walkable city.

The challenge
The City of Kyoto has been engaged in a three-year strategy  
to make the city more “walkable”. Its definition of walkable 
includes effective public transportation: trains, subways,  
buses, taxis and bicycles as well as foot traffic. The strategy  
was developed in response to increasingly chronic traffic 
congestion and carbon emissions, a disconnected transportation 
ecosystem and competition for access between pedestrians  
and bicycles, along with qualitative lifestyle, health and social 
imperatives. The City’s objective is to reduce the number  
of citizens and tourists traveling via private automobile  
by increasing the public transportation mix. 

Kyoto’s transportation infrastructure is rich but decentralized and 
fragmented, with no overriding public authority or integrated 
real-time data with which to manage it. Many  
parts of the infrastructure are financially stressed, but the  
City’s responsibility for its citizens requires service to be 
maintained. However, laws and a consensus-driven culture 
mean it is difficult to make comprehensive changes quickly.

The City has already conducted a number of pilot schemes and 
has documented plans to address the most pressing transportation 
issues. The Smarter Cities Challenge® team’s remit was to  
look at the issues with a fresh set of eyes and develop forward-
looking, bold recommendations to complement the City’s 
work and extend the effort into 2030. 

Findings and recommendations
After 18 interviews with a diverse group of stakeholders  
(listed in Appendix A), the team identified 25 potential  
short-, medium- and long-term ideas (listed in Appendix H), 
which it then distilled into nine key recommendations.  
These are discussed in detail in the body of this report  
and are categorized into three areas as follows: 

a. Explore and exploit information
These recommendations are foundational in that real-time 
transportation data will enable many of the other recommendations. 
The City should make investment and management decisions 
based on real-time transportation data. It should also make 
valuable consumer information available to the public via 
kiosks. The creation of a Kyoto Institute for Future Transportation 
will enable the City to plan for the future as well as bring  
new investors into the mix.

1. Create the world’s first Institute for Future Transportation 
2. Manage traffic using real-time data 
3. Provide integrated information kiosks to encourage use  

of public transportation

1. Executive summary
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b. Change individual behaviors and attitudes
These recommendations recognize that the City will require  
a concerted public relations and communications strategy  
to communicate the benefits of walkability to each category  
of consumer and build universal buy-in. The City should  
use social media to enhance its current approach, facilitating  
a two-way dialog about requirements and feedback on 
investments. Dedicated routes for buses and bicycles will  
take bicycles off the pavements, making walking safer, and 
aesthetic corners with comfort facilities will make walking 
more appealing. 

4. Introduce dedicated routes for buses and bicycles
5. Build “aesthetic corners” that provide comfort services
6. Create an awareness campaign that inspires everyone  

to walk

c. Transform the transportation business model
These recommendations address current transportation issues 
and will require the transformation of various business models. 
Integrated parking and a Taxi ConneXion service will facilitate 
collaboration between the City and providers, making the overall 
infrastructure more efficient and more profitable for business 
owners. A “hub and spoke” transportation infrastructure will 
be a transformational idea over a period of time, but incremental 
steps can be made with a limited budget. At the heart of these 
recommendations, the City of Kyoto should assume responsibility 
for operational transportation in collaboration with private 
providers without taking business ownership away from them.

7. Integrate the parking ecosystem
8. Create a collaborative taxi service (Taxi ConneXion)
9. Develop a hub and spoke transportation infrastructure

Collectively, these recommendations will make Kyoto a 
walkable city for citizens, businesses and tourists in way  
that is consistent with Kyoto’s values and traditions.

Conclusion: “Kyoto: where  
tradition innovates”
With its rich cultural heritage and traditions, leading 
institutions of higher education, key industries of IT and 
electronics and strong government leadership, Kyoto is  
well positioned to become a walkable city. By 2030, the  
team believes that Kyoto can achieve global recognition for 
developing a personalized public transportation system.

Implementation of the team’s recommendations will achieve 
both qualitative and quantitative benefits. Qualitative benefits 
include improved citizen health, sociability, lack of traffic 
congestion, easy-to-use transportation services and enjoyment 
of the city’s physical beauty, world heritage sites and festivals. 
Quantitative benefits include the reduction of carbon emissions, 
a financially viable transportation ecosystem, a thriving business 
economy and growth in tourism and tourist satisfaction.

Citizens of Kyoto are both proud and strong-willed. Pride  
in their cultural heritage and a common goal for their city  
to last another 1,000 years will be valuable forces in making  
the strategic and tactical decisions ahead. 
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Kyoto City is located in the central part of the Japanese 
Archipelago. With a population of approximately 1.5 million, 
Kyoto has the eighth largest population among major 
cities in Japan. Formerly the imperial capital of Japan  
for more than 1,000 years, it is now the capital of Kyoto 
Prefecture, as well as a major part of the Osaka-Kobe-
Kyoto metropolitan area.

Kyoto is known for its natural beauty. It is located on Japan’s 
main national road and is surrounded on three sides by mountains. 
Kyoto has a rich history spanning more than 1,200 years with 
monuments, historic temples and shrines and a landscape of 
scenic beauty. It is home to 14 UNESCO World Heritage 
Sites, out of 17 in Kyoto Prefecture (source: Transportation 
Management of Kyoto City). Because of its scenic beauty  
and historical and spiritual relevance, Kyoto is a popular 
destination, welcoming more than 50 million Japanese and 
international tourists annually.

Over the centuries, Kyoto has been able to leverage traditional 
crafts and expertise for innovative business propositions, including 
ceramics, textiles, printing and sake manufacturing. For example, 
semiconductor and liquid crystal displays have been made based 
on the techniques of Kiyomizu ceramics. Kyoto’s clean-up 
traditions of “sweeping at the entrance” and “watering on the 
passageway” are consistent with its international reputation as 
the birthplace of the Kyoto protocol.

Within Japan, Kyoto has a rich tradition of “firsts”. It had the 
first light rail system in Japan in 1895, the first communities 
based on school districts and the first school for the blind.  
The people of Kyoto think of themselves as traditional but  
not obsolete.

Kyoto also has a rich educational heritage. With 38 institutions 
of higher education, it is considered one of the country’s 
academic centers. According to the Times Higher Education 
supplement World University Rankings1, Kyoto University  
is ranked the second university in Japan and 25th in the  
world. Others, such as Doshisha University and Ritsumeikan 
University, are popular private universities in the Osaka-Kobe-
Kyoto metropolitan area.

Kyoto is home to the headquarters of a number of global 
companies, including Nintendo, Kyocera, Samco and others. 
These once startup companies have grown to be global entities, 
showing that support of new commercial ventures is natural  
for Kyoto.

2. Introduction
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A. The Smarter Cities Challenge
By 2050, cities will be home to more than two-thirds of the 
world’s population. They already wield more economic power 
and have access to more advanced technology than ever before. 
Simultaneously, cities are struggling with a wide range of 
challenges and threats to sustainability in their core support 
and governance systems, including transport, water, energy, 
communications, healthcare and social services.

Meanwhile, trillions of digital devices, connected through the 
Internet, are producing a vast ocean of data. All this information, 
from the flow of markets to the pulse of societies, can be turned 
into knowledge because we now have the computational power 
and advanced analytics to make sense of it. With this knowledge, 
cities could reduce costs, cut waste and improve efficiency, 
productivity and quality of life for their citizens. In the face  
of the mammoth challenges of economic crisis and increased 
demand for services, ample opportunities still exist for the 
development of innovative solutions.

In November 2008, IBM initiated a discussion on how the 
planet is becoming “smarter.” By this it meant that intelligence 
is becoming infused into the systems and processes that make 
the world work, into things no one would recognize as computers: 
cars, appliances, roadways, power grids, clothes and even 
natural systems, such as agriculture and waterways. By creating 
more instrumented, interconnected and intelligent systems, 
citizens and policymakers can harvest new trends and insights 
from data, providing the basis for more informed decisions.

A Smarter City uses technology to transform its core systems 
and optimize finite resources. Because cities grapple on a daily 
basis with the interaction of water, transportation, energy, public 
safety and many other systems, IBM is committed to a vision  
of Smarter Cities® as a vital component of building a Smarter 
Planet®. At the highest levels of maturity, a Smarter City is  
a knowledge-based system that provides real-time insights to 
stakeholders and enables decision makers to manage the city’s 
subsystems proactively. Effective information management is 
at the heart of this capability, and integration and analytics are 
the key enablers.
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Intelligence is being infused into the way the world works.

As IBM aligns its citizenship efforts with the goal of building  
a Smarter Planet, it realizes that city leaders around the world 
face increasing economic and societal pressures. Given the 
increased demand for services, they have to deliver new 
solutions ever more rapidly. 

With this in mind, IBM Corporate Citizenship has launched 
the Smarter Cities Challenge to help 100 cities around the 
world over a three-year period become smarter through  
grants of IBM talent. The City of Kyoto, Japan, was selected 
through a competitive process as one of 31 cities to be awarded 
a Smarter Cities Challenge grant in 2013. Since the program’s 
inception in 2010, many cities have made great progress on  
the road to becoming more instrumented, interconnected  
and intelligent. Additional information is available at  
www.smartercitieschallenge.org

Figure 1:
Instrumented, interconnected, intelligent

Intelligent
We can analyze and derive insight from  
large and diverse sources of information  
to predict and respond better to change.

Instrumented
We can measure, sense  
and see the condition of  

practically everything.

Interconnected
People, systems and objects can 
communicate and interact with  
each other in entirely new ways.

http://www.smartercitieschallenge.org/
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B. The Kyoto challenge
During a three-week period between 31 May and 21 June  
a team of six IBM experts worked in the City of Kyoto to 
deliver recommendations around public transportation to 
address a key challenge for Shicho (Mayor) Daisaku Kadokawa:

Make Kyoto a walkable city.

This was a complex undertaking because the City already  
had many related projects in place.

With a population of approximately 1.5 million and roads 
unchanged for centuries, traffic in many parts of Kyoto, 
specifically the center and main tourist areas, has negatively 
impacted the quality of life for citizens and tourists. In a 2012 
study by the Transportation Management of Kyoto City, 
tourists ranked “public transportation ” as the first, and “traffic 
jams” as the third worst issues.

The City wishes to optimize a rich transportation 
infrastructure to improve the life of its citizens, business 
owners and tourists, while reducing private car usage. As  
a walkable city, Kyoto would contain a mix of pedestrians, 
bicycle traffic and public transportation, including rail,  
subway, buses and taxis.

Kyoto City has a ten-year master plan named the Miyako  
Plan, which focuses on the years 2011 to 2020. “Kyoto: a 
walkable city” is one of its most important strategies, with  
88 related projects currently being executed. The Smarter 
Cities Challange team has made recommendations beyond  
the current master plan, with new and bold ideas spanning  
an additional ten years. 

The Smarter Cities Challenge team’s remit was to look at the 
issues with a fresh set of eyes and develop forward-looking, 
bold recommendations to complement the City’s work and 
extend the effort into 2030.
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A. Findings
Over the years there has been a gradual decrease in 
private car ownership and usage in Kyoto, with 22%  
of tourists arriving in private cars. 

This has led to traffic congestion in tourist areas during peak 
sightseeing seasons (spring and fall) and chronic congestion  
in the city center caused by double-parked cars, taxis and  
trucks delivering goods. As a result, carbon emissions, an 
environmental burden, and increased healthcare costs have 
become more serious issues. 

Qualitatively, it has become more difficult for citizens to meet 
in front of their homes to socialize, further isolating the elderly 
and the disabled. All citizens have become more sedentary, with 
a projected increase in chronic health problems. Bicycle usage 
has become dangerous, as cyclists compete for roadway space 
with both pedestrians and vehicles. 

Automobiles emit more than 19% of Kyoto’s CO2; the City’s 
stated target is to reduce it by 25% by 2020 and 40% by 2030 
(from 1990 levels). With this in mind, the City must increase 
shares of railroad usage from 16% to 20% and bus usage from 
6% to 10%, while reducing the share of automobile usage from 
28% to 20% (Source: Transportation Management of Kyoto City).

Kyoto has a rich but fragmented and decentralized public 
transportation system featuring seven railroad services, eight 
bus services and one community bus line; including nine 
private companies and two community bus lines; and two 
subway lines. Terminus points are not well coordinated, 
impacting the overall effectiveness of the systems. Although 
city buses are collectively profitable, only 21 out of 74 lines  
are profitable. The subway system has turned profitable this 
year but still has a ¥370 billion cumulative deficit. 

B. Context
The global case for walkability
Kyoto’s drive toward walkability is very much in line with initiatives 
around the world. In Canada, the region of Waterloo and the 
City of Vancouver developed the Walkability Index, which is 
used by many cities to develop their strategies. Walkscore.com 
provides details of more than 10,000 neighborhoods around 
the world, and the information can be readily accessed using a 
smartphone application.

The competitive nature of the US marketplace resulted in  
the real estate business developing detailed measures of the 
walkability of a neighborhood. The book Walkable City by  
Jeff Speck2 contains a wealth of information on the value of 
walkability. The most interesting fact is the inverse relationship 
between investment in roads and house prices. People want  
to live in places that are walkable, which results in increased 
house prices.

3. Findings, context  
and roadmap
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Wikipedia describes the following benefits of walkability: 

“Walkability has many health, environmental, and economic benefits. 
Factors influencing walkability include the presence or absence and 
quality of footpaths, sidewalks, or other pedestrian rights-of-way, traffic 
and road conditions, land use patterns, building accessibility, and 
safety, among others. Walkability is an important concept in 
sustainable urban design.”

In addition to the reduction of carbon emissions: 

“Walkability indices have been found to correlate with both Body 
Mass Index (BMI) and physical activity of local populations. Increased 
walkability has proven to have many other individual and community 
health benefits, such as opportunities for increased social interaction, 
an increase in the average number of friends and associates where 
people live, reduced crime (with more people walking and watching 
over neighborhoods, open space and main streets), increased sense of 
pride and increased volunteerism.”3

Walkability has been found to have many economic benefits, 
including improved accessibility, cost savings both to 
individuals and the public, increased efficiency of land use, 
increased livability, and improved public health and economic 
development, among others.4

Frost & Sullivan’s Visionary Innovation Group states:

“Continued global urbanisation provides the required population 
density for new mobility solutions to be provided and viable, as well  
as increased economic power in these areas: London accounts for more 
than 20 per cent of the UK’s GDP despite housing only 12 per cent  
of the population, for example. This has influenced the increased use 
of public transport, now accounting for more than 43 per cent of trips 
in London compared to 34 per cent by private transport, but also  
new business models like car sharing, which complement the existing 
infrastructure and are playing a role in reducing the number of cars 
in cities.”5

The World Cancer Research Fund and the American Institute 
for Cancer Research released a report in 2009 stating that new 
developments should be designed to encourage walking, on the 
grounds that walking contributes to a reduction of cancer cases.6 

To look at walkability from another side, there is a deeply personal 
human toll caused by continuous exposure to unrelenting traffic. 
For a paper, Frustration Rising: IBM 2011 Commuter Pain 
Survey,7 IBM surveyed more than 8,000 drivers from 20 cities 
around the world (approximately 400 per city) in their native 
languages without identifying IBM as the survey’s sponsor. 
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The following 20 cities were picked for the survey from among 
the world’s top 65 in terms of size and economic activity: Bangalore, 
Beijing, Buenos Aires, Chicago, Johannesburg, London, Los 
Angeles, Madrid, Mexico City, Milan, Montreal, Moscow, 
Nairobi, New Delhi, New York City, Paris, Shenzhen, Singapore, 
Stockholm and Toronto. IBM compiled the results of the survey 
into its Commuter Pain Index, which ranks the emotional and 
economic toll of commuting in each city, with the highest number 
indicating the most onerous. The index reveals a tremendous 
disparity in the “pain” of the daily commute.

It reveals increased stress, sleep deprivation, reduced work 
performance and diminished family time among commuters in 
cities with high “pain” scores. Key findings include the following:
•	 42% of respondents claim traffic congestion increases their 

stress levels
•	 35% of respondents report feelings of increased anger
•	 16% of respondents experience respiratory problems 
•	 16% of respondents experience less sleep
•	 13% of respondents have experienced a traffic accident  

of some type

 Commuter 
Pain Index

More 
pain

Less 
pain

Mexico City 108

Shenzhen 95

Beijing 95

Nairobi 88

Johannesburg 83

Bangalore 75

New Delhi 72

Moscow 65 Milan 53
Singapore 44

Buenos Aires 42

Los Angeles 34

Paris 31

Madrid 28

New York City 28

Toronto 27

Stockholm 26

Chicago 25

London 23

Montreal 21

Figure 2:
The IBM Commuter Pain Index
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Appendix C shows how commuters are becoming more 
connected through their use of social media.

C. Approach 
The Smarter Cities Challenge team worked through an 
organized approach to the challenge, conducting 18 structured 
interviews with various stakeholders, reading published papers 
about transportation, exploring existing pilots and early 
adoptions of various recommendations, personally using  
public transportation, and discussing pilots and plans with  
City officials and service providers.  

After synthesizing the information, the team developed  
25 short-, medium- and long-term ideas, which it then  
distilled down to nine recommendations within three areas,  
as listed below:
1. Explore and exploit information
2. Change individual behaviors and attitudes
3. Transform the transportation business model

Figure 3:
Nine key recommendations

Awareness 
campaign

Taxi  
ConneXion

Kyoto  
Institute  

for Future 
Transportation

Dedicated  
routes for buses 

and bicycles

Change individual 
behaviors and attitudes

Transform the transportation 
business model

Explore and exploit 
information

Hub and spoke 
infrastructure

Integrated  
kiosks

Aesthetic  
corners

Integrated  
parking

Manage  
traffic using 

real-time data

KYOTO
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These recommendations require a comprehensive business 
model change around an integrated and centrally controlled 
transportation ecosystem. That strategic vision must be 
balanced with short-term actions to address specific issues  
and derive value quickly. Collectively, these recommendations 
will make Kyoto a walkable city for citizens, businesses  
and tourists in a way that is consistent with Kyoto’s values  
and traditions.

The team held several checkpoint meetings to ensure it  
was working toward the right balance between tactically 
implementable actions and bold, forward-thinking 
recommendations. 

In addition to using traditional criteria to prioritize its  
work, the team employed the following principles to  
ensure cultural viability within Japan:
•	 No one loses
•	 Things improve
•	 Harmony is preserved at all costs
•	 Rewards are distributed equitably

D. Roadmap
Implementing these nine recommendations will take time, 
buy-in from a diverse group of citizens and stakeholders,  
a comprehensive plan and a strong political will. The Smarter 
Cities Challenge team did not attempt to conduct a transportation 
maturity assessment (Appendix E) given the timeframe of the 
project. However, it recommends that the City complete this  
as a first step. IBM is willing to assist in this work.

Several of the team’s recommendations should begin 
immediately, including the following:
•	 Create the world’s first Institute for Future Transportation
•	 Create an awareness campaign that inspires everyone to walk
•	 Introduce dedicated routes for buses and bicycles
•	 Manage traffic using real-time data

Planning for the other five recommendations should start right 
away using the following roadmap, with assigned City owners 
and advisory councils where appropriate.
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Figure 4:
Roadmap for recommendations

Step 1 
(Plan and design)

Initiation
•	 Initial funding
•	 Form team

Establish visions and 
standards
•	 Develop visions
•	 Integrate real-time data
•	 Establish data standard
•	 Define design guidlines

Establish business models
•	 Define funding model
•	 Create insitute
•	 Create ecosystem
•	 Create anchor company
•	 Gain stakeholder agreements

Pilot preparations
•	 Identify pilot locations
•	 Identify businesses

Step 2 
(Pilot and prove)

Finalize models
•	 Validate IP model
•	 Finalize design standards  

and services
•	 Finalize revenue/ 

maintenance models

Run pilots
•	 Create environments
•	 Choose technologies
•	 Develop strategic plan
•	 Execute pilots

Evaluate pilots
•	 Analyze the results

Step 3 
(Implement and run)

Finalize business models
•	 Finalize funding models
•	 Finalize ecosystem

Go to production
•	 Implement solutions
•	 Run solutions

Maturity

Va
lu

e
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Projects in all these areas have been implemented globally  
(see Appendix G) with proven results. 

The team recognizes that Kyoto City has a modest budget to 
accomplish these objectives and will require outside funding to 
realize value. The local business community and universities could 
provide both financial and human resources to augment City 
budgets. Commercial advertising could also provide a revenue 
source. The Kyoto Institute for Future Transportation will require 
a consortium of academic, research and commercial participants 
and funders. Finally, the City, IBM and private companies should 
approach Japan’s central government for assistance with making 
Kyoto a model city and ensuring urban transportation is a key 
element of Japan’s Economic Revitalization Plan.

Foundational to the recommendations is a requirement to 
integrate and consolidate data from all transportation services 
sources. Integrated real-time data will provide significant value 
to both travelers and city planners. Rather than force private 
service providers to participate, which may be viewed 
negatively, the City should demonstrate significant public  
value from integrated public transportation data so that  
other providers want to participate. Integration of these  
data sources could be a second step in the process.

Figure 5:
Recommendation summary

Kyoto Insitute for 
Future Transportation

Awareness campaign

Notes:
Blue requires integrated real-time data

Parking

Integrated data

Taxi ConneXionHub and spoke  
infrastructure

Integrated  
parking

Aesthetic corners 
• Information kiosks

Dedicated routes for  
buses and bicycles

• Signals 
• Enforcement
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A. Explore and exploit information

1. Create the world’s first Institute for Future 
Transportation 
Kyoto has a rich heritage of academic achievements —  
11 of its citizens are Nobel Laureates in a range of fields 
— and is home to a number of globally recognized academic 
establishments that focus on aspects of transportation.

With such a wide range of academic institutions in the city, 
investments are diluted and no individual institution has the 
critical mass required to focus investments in researching  
the toughest challenges. Kyoto has a unique opportunity  
to integrate these various investments to create the Kyoto 
Institute for Future Transportation.

There are a number of globally recognized transportation 
research centers around the world, such as Imperial College’s 
Center for Transport Studies (CTS) in London and the China 
Urban Sustainable Transport Research Centre (CUSTReC)  
in Beijing. However, the Smarter Cities Challenge team is not 
aware of any institutes that focus on the future transportation 
implications of walkable cities.

Connecting its academic excellence to the societal challenge  
of becoming a walkable city could not only improve the 
competitive advantage of living and working in Kyoto but  
also inspire a new range of businesses with global value. 
Creating the Kyoto Institute for Future Transportation would 
encourage the collaboration of globally recognized academic 
leaders, transportation service providers, the City administration 
and businesses. The primary focus of the institute should  
be the creation of a research agenda that could provide value  
to the City by addressing some of the biggest transportation 
issues now and in the future. As an example, it might research 
the following questions:
•	 What future transportation technologies could be adapted  

to solve Kyoto’s challenges?
•	 What data is required to optimize transportation services  

and how might this be captured in an affordable manner  
that is legally compliant?

•	 How can Kyoto take advantage of changing macro- and micro-
transportation business models for competitive advantage?

4. Recommendations
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Through this research, the institute would further human 
endeavor while developing future transportation leaders.  
The unique network created would provide these leaders  
with a source of expertise that would make graduates of the  
Kyoto Institute for Future Transportation the most sought 
after in their field.

Like many institutes of this type, funding should be provided 
by a consortium of commercial and governmental sources. Two 
examples of this kind of institute are provided by the Dublin 
Smarter Cities Technology Centre8 and the Imperial College 
Digital City Exchange9.

IBM has a first-of-a-kind (FOAK) program that takes IBM 
Research methodologies and assets and works collaboratively 
with clients to address business issues. In the transportation 
industry and public sector, IBM has completed 11 FOAK projects 
(see Appendix D). Many of these have been commercialized 
into product assets or service offerings, as is the objective of  
the program.

The innovation district in the southern part of Kyoto is  
a unique and willing community, making Kyoto an ideal 
location for the institute. A place to test the research and 
validate its viability is essential to commercial application. 

 

Figure 6: 
Create the world’s first Institute for Future Transportation
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2. Manage traffic using real-time data
The deregulation of transportation in Kyoto has allowed 
organizations to provide services to citizens in innovative ways. 
The creation of a transportation marketplace has resulted in a 
range of new services and organizations, with each organization 
protecting its market position and profitability. This can be 
daunting for tourists and citizens. And there is limited opportunity 
to achieve both consumer and overall infrastructure cost and 
efficiency benefits. 

The resulting fragmented and incomplete data makes it 
difficult for travelers to plan journeys effectively. It also 
prevents operators from identifying opportunities to  
optimize their services. 

There are many barriers to creating an integrated repository  
of all travel-related information. These include legal, policy 
and privacy barriers. But Rio de Janeiro’s experience of 
integrating transportation information shows that the 
approach can provide significant benefits in reducing the cost 
of services as well as improving their quality. Its efforts across 
multiple information and transportation fronts have cut down 
travel times by half, improving the quality of life for residents 
and tourists.

As the team experienced transportation services in Kyoto, it 
became clear that individuals are left to figure out route options 
and select the most appropriate travel means. A smartphone-
based travel planning application would improve this situation 
dramatically. This is a critical first step and will provide the 
foundation for future innovation. 

If Kyoto is to become the model walkable city, travelers must 
have access to the best information available to make every 
journey hassle free. They should be able to personalize their 
travel plans based on individual and changing preferences. If 
journeys are simplified, public transportation will become 
accepted as convenient, reliable and affordable. Through this, 
Kyoto will become known as a walkable city.

Planning and operating the transportation infrastructure is  
a critical role of the City administration. The passenger trip 
survey performed every ten years provides the City with a very 
rich source of information. However, this information soon 
becomes out of date. Infrastructure investment decisions are 
based on complex historical data that is only partially complete 
or, in the worst case, incorrect. This is further complicated 
when planning for disaster situations or abnormal 
transportation demands.
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The real-time capture of data on the use of transportation 
systems and infrastructure is both possible and affordable. 
Examples in cities such as London, Dublin and Rio de Janeiro 
all illustrate its value and feasibility. Initially, the City of Kyoto 
should capture all data from the public transportation modes  
it operates today and use it to provide enhanced information  
to consumers. This consumer value will motivate private 
providers to join the collaborative effort until all public 
transportation data is integrated.

3. Provide integrated information kiosks to encourage 
use of public transportation 
Smartphone use is growing around the world. A wide range  
of statistics on smartphone popularity has been published. 
According to recent IDC research, more than 50% of mobile 
phones shipped for sale around the world are smartphones 
rather than traditional feature phones. However, in Japan  
only 25% of mobile phone users own smartphones.10 

Commuters in Kyoto need easy and ready access to information 
on all modes of public transportation. The current fragmentation 
of services makes this even more essential than in other cities.

Transportation information services exist and do a very good 
job of supporting commuters. In August 2013 Kyoto City 
announced a new application to provide transit information via 
smartphone, traditional feature phone and PC. But before the 
application was launched, it was found to be either inconvenient 
or too time consuming to obtain traffic transfer information. 

Figure 7:
Manage traffic using real-time data
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The launch of a network of information kiosks and a smartphone 
application would be an excellent first step in providing services 
to commuters. With the continued decline in kiosk costs and 
their inherent simplicity, they form an important information 
channel. Kiosks are convenient and always available for different 
types of travelers. As the technology continues to advance, they 
will provide a more valuable experience than the smartphone. 
They can also create a valuable source of additional revenues  
as a platform for advertising or businesses sponsorship. The 
kiosks should be designed to cater for less able travelers, such  
as Kyoto’s visually impaired citizens.

Travelers would use the applications available at the kiosk to 
explore all the disparate travel services provided by the City, 
request a taxi or access information on nearby points of 
interest. The kiosks also could provide a natural location for 
WiFi hotspots, which could be another source of funding. In 
the future, kiosks could be located within transportation 
vehicles, providing ready access to all travelers. 

Figure 8:
Provide integrated kiosks that encourage use of public transportation
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Recommendations 1, 2 and 3: Explore and exploit information

The City should set up an Institute for Future Transportation. It should gather and integrate real-time multimodal public transportation data to  
inform investment decisions and improve operational efficiencies. This data should be made available to consumers through information kiosks  
and mobile applications. 

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope
These recommendations are foundational in that real-time transportation information will enable many of the other recommendations in this paper.
1. Create the world’s first Institute for Future Transportation 
2. Manage traffic using real-time information 
3. Provide integrated information kiosks to encourage use of public transportation

Expected outcomes
Personalized public transportation for the City; global acknowledgement of Kyoto’s leadership; optimization of public transportation modes; 
increased convenience of public transportation; improved planning and prioritization of investments within a limited budget; and increased  
public satisfaction with, and use of, public transportation. 

Cost of inaction
Without integrated real-time information, it will be very difficult for the City to achieve its objectives for walkability and use of public transportation. 
Kiosks make that information readily available and consumable by citizens and tourists. The Institute for Future Transportation will bring investment 
monies to the City to influence longer-term policies, business models and the transportation infrastructure.

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owner: City transportation department

Stakeholders: Transportation service providers, IT companies, 
academic institutions, taxi companies

Transportation information and technology leaders, academic leaders,  
IT resources, location for the institute

Cost estimate: Low — a fraction of the overall cost of operating 
transportation services
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Recommendations 1, 2 and 3: Explore and exploit information (continued)

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

None Institute for Future Transportation: Identify academic institution,  
define funding model, create partner ecosystem, establish institute  
and initial program

Real-time data gathering: Identify data sources, develop detailed 
vision, establish standards and integration approach, develop business 
model, launch initial services

Integrated kiosks: Develop partner model, develop prototype, expand 
across city

Priority

High
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B. Change individual behaviors  
and attitudes

4. Introduce dedicated routes for buses and bicycles
If the City’s ambition is for people in Kyoto to walk more, the 
sidewalks need to be safe. Certain citizens, including the blind, 
disabled and elderly, rely even more on safe sidewalks to 
participate in public life. 

The Smarter Cities Challenge team consistently heard in 
interviews, and experienced first hand, that bicyclists ride on 
sidewalks, which is hazardous for pedestrians. Buses are often 
caught in traffic, making departure and arrival times unreliable 
and undermining this mode of transportation.  

The City should build dedicated routes for buses and bicycles 
to share, taking bicycles off the sidewalks and relieving buses 
from sharing roadways with private cars. These shared lanes  
do currently exist on some larger roads, but they do not appear 
to be enforced. And because taxis and vehicles delivering goods 
can legally stop on roads for five minutes, these shared lanes  
are frequently blocked. 

For large roads currently without shared bus and bicycle lanes, 
the City should conduct an analysis of “hotspots” (roads with 
high bicycle and pedestrian traffic) or sensitive areas, for example 
near facilities for disabled people, and consider these for quick 
implementation. Over time, the City should aim to introduce 
dedicated bus and bicycle lanes with prioritized signals on all 
major roads.

Many US, Canadian and European cities use shared lanes. 
During 2008, London experienced a 44% reduction in 
accidents between bicycles and pedestrians after it instituted 
shared bicycle and bus lanes. Paris experienced a 10 – 20% 
increase in bus speed when it introduced Mobilien lanes.

On small roads, such as those in the city center, traffic  
calming could be accomplished in a variety of ways (speed 
bumps, reduced speed limits, community roads), which,  
with enforcement, would take bicycles off the sidewalks. 

Citizen education and enforcement by the police will be 
required to realize the benefits of shared bus and bicycle lanes. 
The City must enforce these measures using traffic cameras 
(leading to fines and towing when necessary) in order to reduce 
illegal stops, double parking and bicycle-riding on sidewalks. 
This could also be one of the first topics addressed in the 
awareness campaign (Recommendation 6). In the longer term, 
the City could consider modifying existing laws so that it can 
use fine revenues to fund some of the recommendations in  
this paper.
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5. Build aesthetic corners that provide comfort services
“Aesthetic corners” would make it easy, safe and comfortable  
to walk around Kyoto. The concept is one of an “outdoor 
living room” where walkers can stop to meet or rest while  
they walk around the city. 

These spaces would also partially address the social isolation 
common to the elderly and disabled and facilitate a sense of 
community. Many groups of citizens, including mothers  
with children, the elderly and young people, look for comfort 
facilities, including benches, tables, water fountains, restrooms 
and a roof to provide shade and shelter, along their walking 
route. Wi-Fi hotspots and transportation kiosks could easily  
be added to these corners to provide information about public 
transportation options. 

The City should give these aesthetic corners a common look 
and feel that is consistent with Kyoto’s heritage. They should  
be built and maintained by the surrounding communities,  
and the City should encourage business and local advertising 
support. In some cases, bus stops could be expanded with  
these facilities. In other cases, existing building space could  
be converted. Where there is available land, new facilities 
could be built. 

In addition to comfort facilities and locations for transportation 
kiosks, these corners could be platforms for information on 
upcoming athletic and cultural events. They would also 
provide excellent locations for awareness campaign materials.

Figure 9:
Introduce dedicated routes for buses and bicycles
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6. Create an awareness campaign that inspires 
everyone to walk
Although there have been past initiatives aimed at public 
awareness of “walkable Kyoto,” the team’s research indicates 
that they have not been sustained, integrated or holistic; have 
not exploited social media; and are not visible enough to motivate 
change for a diverse population. The City should immediately 
adopt a “Kyoto walks” campaign embedded within the overall 
notion of “Kyoto: where tradition innovates.”

The awareness campaign should use the foundational themes 
of both cultural tradition and innovation and should be aimed 
at all citizen, business and tourist groups. Different proof points, 
such as health benefits, reduction of carbon emissions, social 
connection with friends and use of roads without congestion, 
will all resonate with one or more constituencies.

Figure 10:
Create aesthetic corners that provide comfort services

Figure 11:
Sketch of a proposed aesthetic corner
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The City should use social media to enable a two-way conversation 
with citizens. Because most users will be students and young 
professionals, their input on transportation requirements, 
reaction to transportation changes and feedback on campaign 
elements will help the City to prioritize decisions within a 
limited budget. IBM can provide assistance with how to get 
started on social media techniques, and local university 
computer science students could be recruited to assist,  
perhaps either for course credit or as interns. 

The campaign could include any or all of the following:
•	 Publicity at major cultural and athletic events in Kyoto
•	 Publicity on local radio programming, including that on 

tourist buses
•	 Print news articles showing local icons/celebrities walking  

or using public transportation on the 16th of each month  
(an important date to Kyoto) to correspond to the focus  
on walkability

•	 Communication through local shrines or religious 
institutions, senior citizens’ centers and others

The campaign should be owned by a Chief Marketing Officer, 
supported by an advisory council to develop detailed execution 
plans. To extend the City’s marketing budget, university students 
working on business and marketing/communications degrees also 
could be enlisted to help develop plans and content. The City 
also could leverage business advertising to extend the campaign’s 
reach and budget. The overall campaign should contain both 
short- and long-term components but should be sustainable 
through at least 2030.

Figure 12:
Create an awareness campaign that inspires everyone to walk
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Recommendations 4, 5 and 6: Change individual behaviors and attitudes

The City should use social media to enhance its existing approach, facilitating a two-way dialog about requirements and feedback on investments. 
Dedicated routes for buses and bicycles will take bicycles off the pavements, making walking safer, and aesthetic corners will make walking  
more comfortable. 

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope
These recommendations recognize that the City will require a concerted public relations and communications strategy to communicate the  
benefits of walkability to each category of consumer and build universal buy-in. 

4. Introduce dedicated routes for buses and bicycles
5. Build “aesthetic corners” that provide comfort services
6. Create an awareness campaign that inspires everyone to walk

Expected outcomes
Public buy-in for the selected initiatives, resulting in more walking and increased use of public transportation, reduced bicycle/pedestrian accidents  
and fewer buses stuck in traffic (therefore increasing adoption of that mode of public transportation). 

Cost of inaction
Limited and slow adoption of walkability due to lack of visibility and commitment/support from the public. Without dedicated routes for buses and 
bicycles, bicycles will continue to obstruct pedestrians and buses will continue to get stuck in traffic. Without comfort services, the elderly and other 
groups will not be encouraged to walk or use public transportation.

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owner: Chief Marketing Officer in the City 
government to take responsibility for awareness 
campaign and aesthetic corners.

Stakeholders: City Transportation Division should 
develop a plan for dedicated bus and bicycle lanes 
with a pilot(s) on high-traffic streets (hotspots).

•	 Advisory council of key stakeholders.
•	 Local university students to develop a comprehensive social media capability and marketing 

campaign. IBM can assist with social media planning. (People, technology or funding needed.)
•	 Community business owners to discuss aesthetic corners, including costs and 

advertising benefits to be derived.

Cost estimate: Low to medium with potential risk if police involvement is required

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

Budget only Specific milestones were not set during the project. Each business owner should develop key 
milestones although members of the Smarter Cities Challenge team are available to assist. 

Priority

Medium
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C. Transform the transportation  
business model 

7. Integrate the parking ecosystem
Kyoto has privatized parking in the city, leading to a complex 
and often ineffective system. Large corporations tend to  
own a relatively large number of parking slots, while smaller 
businesses might own a smaller number. Models vary from 
self-run to leased parking. The majority of clients are corporate 
owners with long-term parking agreements. During the tourist 
season, the City works with the universities to increase the 
availability of temporary parking spaces.

The general view among government officials and people 
responsible for parking in the city is that the total number of 
parking slots available is enough to meet demand. As a result, 
there is no drive to build new parking slots or enhance the 
existing situation.

Parking rates are market-regulated and hence standard across 
localities. They peak in the city center and are lower in the 
suburbs. There are Park and Ride facilities to encourage car 
owners to take public transportation instead of driving into  
the city. 

Roadside parking slots do not exist, which makes it difficult for 
drivers to stop on crowded streets. By law, parking by the side 
of the road is allowed by goods transporters for a maximum of 
five minutes. Taxis do not have a roadside parking limit while 
boarding or disembarking passengers. Therefore, there is no 
limit to taxis standing by the side of the road as long as the 
driver is present.

Most parking is denoted by the “P” symbol and is easy to spot 
from the road. However, during the peak tourist season with 
parking distributed across the city, it can be difficult for drivers 
to identify appropriate parking spaces. This results in a high 
volume of traffic on the street searching for spaces. This is 
especially challenging for the large number of tourists who 
drive into the city and almost serves as a disincentive to drive.

The City should integrate its parking, creating a single parking 
ecosystem and a citywide view of the spaces available. With an 
integrated view, car drivers could automatically be directed to 
the right parking place, resulting in a reduction in traffic congestion 
and emissions. This would also help to make pricing transparent 
and could create new revenue streams by offering prebooking 
and value-added services such as taxi sharing, car maintenance 
and valet services. 

An integrated parking system would optimize individual 
parking costs contingent on such parameters as duration, 
location and additional services. The City should also charge 
for roadside parking by those vehicles that already have access 
by law or policy (taxis and goods transporters). These charges 
would discourage people from parking for too long and create 
a revenue stream for the City to fund other improvements.  
The City should plan these slots so as not to obstruct the bus/
bicycle lanes and yet be convenient enough for a quick errand. 
These parking assets could be integrated into a rapid mass 
transit plan for autonomous vehicles.

Integrated parking systems have been deployed in such cities 
such San Francisco, California.
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8. Create a collaborative taxi service (Taxi ConneXion)
There is estimated to be more than 9,000 taxis in the Kyoto 
Prefecture transporting more than 65.6 million passengers per 
year. The number of taxis grew in 2002 and continued to grow 
until about 2009, since which it has declined gradually because 
of economic factors and a mismatch between supply and 
demand. The population of drivers is aging, with an average 
age of 60. Taxis are easily accessible and can be flagged on the 
street or from standard taxi stops. It is generally accepted that 
the taxi supply exceeds demand.

Accessibility and over-supply create traffic challenges. Taxis 
contribute not only to road traffic but also to congestion when 
picking up and dropping off passengers in already busy areas. 
Further, when attempting to find passengers, taxis drive around 
repeatedly, often needing to move into smaller lanes and getting 
in the way of pedestrians, cyclists and other commuters.

The City should create a virtual platform to collate all taxi 
requirements onto one system, which could be branded “Taxi 
ConneXion.” It should have the three objectives listed below:
•	 Identify requirements
•	 Bring supply to demand points
•	 Optimize the supply

Figure 13:
Integrate the city’s parking ecosystem
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The marketplace would manage taxi demand through a set  
of Open APIs, applications or through a kiosk. It would bring 
supply to the demand point by creating an ecosystem of taxi 
companies, with many as independent operators. The marketplace 
would track key locations and limit the number of taxis available 
to ensure a balance. The taxi supply would be managed as a pool 
and directed to demand when it arises. Taxi ConneXion would 
help reduce traffic congestion and reduce taxi operating costs.

As a future step, the same concept could be extended through 
the Institute for Future Transportation to include autonomous 
vehicles as personal taxi systems.

A number of cities currently operate Taxi ConneXion 
equivalent marketplaces, including Athens, Rio de Janeiro, 
New York, Oslo and Washington.

Figure 14:
Create a collaborative taxi service (Taxi ConneXion)
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9. Develop a hub and spoke transportation infrastructure
The Kyoto subway system is linear by nature, with two major 
sections running perpendicular to each other. There has been a 
gradual increase in utilization, with an increase of more than 
12,000 customers over the last three years. More than 300,000 
customers use the subway each day. There is also what it’s 
called the “Kyoto free pass”, which is used for both railroads 
and buses. 

Kyoto’s bus system is operated by eight bus services. Additionally, 
there is one community bus service. After a period of intense 
competition with conflicting bus schedules, bus companies  
are now cooperating to ensure the best interests of commuters 
and approximately 370,000 passengers travel by bus daily.  
With initiatives like the Raku Bus, the city has tried to appeal 
to tourists to use buses extensively for local travel.

Despite the perpendicular subway, trains and the expansive bus 
network, there is significant congestion on the bus network, 
specifically near tourist areas.

The City should develop a “hub and spoke” transportation 
system to integrate the existing infrastructures, including 
trains, subways and buses. Common timetables, ticketing, 
interoperability and loyalty schemes across operators would 
make the system more convenient for commuters.

The City should develop “hubs” around which a rapid mass 
transit system could flow, moving large numbers of passengers 
around the city. It should identify hub locations after assessing 
traffic hotspots. It should then create a “spoke” at each hub, 
implementing a variety of driverless future vehicles that would 
allow individual commuters to personalize their journey.  
The City should investigate the various options in personalized 
rapid transit (PRT) and light rail transit (LRT) with the Kyoto 
Institute for Future Transportation for suitability in the context 
of the city.

The current bus and taxi infrastructures could gradually be 
converted to mass transit. The hubs and spokes should be in  
a position to transportation both passengers and goods. Many 
cities, such as Amsterdam and Copenhagen, have adopted this 
model and successfully deployed a commuter-friendly 
transportation infrastructure.
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Figure 15:
Create a hub and spoke transportation system
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Recommendations 7, 8 and 9: Transform the transportation business model

The City should assume responsibility for operational transportation in collaboration with private providers without taking business ownership away 
from them.

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope
These recommendations address current transportation issues that will require the transformation of various business models.
7. Integrate the parking ecosystem
8. Create a collaborative taxi service (Taxi ConneXion)
9. Develop a “hub and spoke” transportation infrastructure

Expected outcomes
Vehicles will be guided into parking slots efficiently. Taxis will be better able to reach passengers, as time spent on the road searching for business  
is reduced. The hub and spoke infrastructure will disperse passenger traffic to destinations. An overall reduction of road traffic will help cut down  
on emissions and hence make Kyoto an environmentally friendly city. 

Cost of inaction
Both citizens and tourists have indicated that traffic is a major irritant in Kyoto. Emissions created by the proliferation of vehicles on the roads will 
poison the environment and deter tourists, harming the city’s economy as a result. 

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owner:
•	 City transportation policymaking department to set standards  

for the parking ecosystem and Taxi ConneXion. Both to be operated  
by private organizations. 

•	 Institute for Future Transportation to own the hub and spoke 
infrastructure, establishing the choice of technologies. This should 
then be operated by a public/private partnership. 

Stakeholders: 
• Parking ecosystem: Organizations providing parking facilities 
• Taxi ConneXion: City Taxi businesses 
• Hub and spoke infrastructure: Bus companies, train operators, 

central government and the police

• Parking ecosystem and Taxi ConneXion: IT and technology upgrades  
in some parking stations and vehicles. 

• Hub and spoke infrastructure: Access to technology and resources 
to conduct a limited proof-of-concept. Deployment will require 
resources on a larger scale, including land, energy, finances, 
engineering and administrative skills.

Cost estimate: 
•	 Medium for parking and Taxi ConneXion 
•	 High for hub and spoke infrastructure
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Recommendations 7, 8 and 9: Transform the transportation business model (continued)

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

•	 Management of traffic based on real-time data to identify optimum 
routes

•	 Institute for Future Transportation to establish the hub and spoke 
infrastructure 

Parking ecosystem: 
•	 Choose pilot set of parking stations
•	 Do feasibility study of technology available
•	 Deploy model for data integration
•	 Integrate with traffic data
•	 Roll out to expand parking stations

Taxi ConneXion:
•	 Identify critical mass of taxi service providers
•	 Do limited proof-of-concept
•	 Develop app for taxi requisition and allotment
•	 Pilot with a locality
•	 Integrate with real-time traffic management
•	 Integrate with kiosks

Hub and spoke infrastructure:
•	 Initiate a traffic study that includes passengers to identify logical hubs 
•	 Identify appropriate technology options
•	 Do limited proof-of-concept
•	 Set up hubs and spokes
•	 Integrate with real-time traffic management
•	 Deploy and extend into existing transportation infrastructure

Priority

High 
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“Kyoto: where tradition innovates”
With its rich cultural heritage and traditions, leading 
institutions of higher education, key industries of IT and 
electronics and strong government leadership, Kyoto is 
well positioned to become a walkable city.

By 2030, the team believes that Kyoto can achieve global 
recognition for developing a personalized public  
transportation system.

Implementation of the team’s recommendations will achieve 
both qualitative and quantitative benefits. Qualitative benefits 
include improved citizen health, sociability, lack of traffic 
congestion, easy-to-use transportation services and enjoyment 
of the city’s physical beauty, world heritage sites and festivals. 
Quantitative benefits include the reduction of carbon emissions, 
a financially viable transportation ecosystem, a thriving business 
economy and growth in tourism and tourist satisfaction.

Citizens of Kyoto are both proud and strong-willed. Pride in 
their cultural heritage and a common goal for their city to last 
another 1,000 years will be valuable forces in making the 
strategic and tactical decisions ahead. 

The Smarter Cities Challenge team would like to thank the 
City and citizens of Kyoto. Both have helped immensely  
by giving time, insights and information that were used to 
produce these recommendations. Collectively, the team feels  
a personal and ongoing bond with Kyoto’s vision to improve 
the life of citizens, businesses and tourists while maintaining  
its traditional heritage.

5. Conclusion
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society with IT technologies and proposed resilient business 
and service topics for IBM Global Technology Outlook 2012. 
Currently she is doing research on social analytics for resilient 
society, combining a text and network analytics approach.
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C. The life of the connected commuter
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D. IBM first-of-a-kind (FOAK) projects

•	 Experimental technology-based solutions engagements
•	 Testing tomorrow’s innovations on today’s business problems
•	 Yielding prototype solutions in a range of industries
•	 Creating valuable intellectual capital for IBM’s portfolio

Transportation projects
SAFEST: Situational Awareness for Enhancing Safer Travel
•	 Integrates sensors and cameras to improve rail safety
•	 Increases asset utilization
•	 Improves fuel efficiency
•	 Allows better management
•	 Provides integrated operational support

Dynamic Scheduling and Planning of Operations
•	 Advanced scheduling and planning optimization system

 – Collects and integrates dynamic situation data
 – Dynamic reschedule optimization algorithms

•	 Improves service
•	 Increases customer satisfaction
•	 Optimizes resource usage
•	 Reduces operations cost

Next Generation Pricing Solutions for Public Transportation
•	 Provides multimodal mobility pricing solutions
•	 Utilizes simulation and complex fare optimization capabilities
•	 Enables proactive multimodal revenue and yield management
•	 Provides new source of revenue generation for public 

transportation
•	 Streamlines pricing process
•	 Minimizes ongoing maintenance effort through automation

Dynamic Demand Management for the Travel and 
Hospitality Industry
•	 Enables dynamic optimization and customization of travel 

packages
•	 Customer preferences and loyalty marketing programs
•	 Real-time micromarket segmentation
•	 Multichannel management
•	 Maximizes sales opportunity win rate and ROI
•	 Drives incremental sales
•	 Improves customer satisfaction and loyalty

Multimodal Freight Optimization
•	 Optimizes freight across multiple modes
•	 Senses and analyzes multiple data sources
•	 Provides end-to-end decision support
•	 Enables better planning
•	 Minimizes costs
•	 Improves operational efficiency

Government projects
Smarter Traveler
•	 Combine transportation sensor data and IBM Traffic 

Prediction technology to provide real-time Intelligent 
Transportation Systems information to travelers

•	 Leverage collaboration and social networking tools to deliver 
information via travelers’ preferences/needs

•	 Reduce traffic congestion and accidents
•	 Increase traveler safety
•	 Improve traveler satisfaction
•	 Reduce costs
•	 Decrease carbon footprint
•	 Enable new traveler services by fostering public and  

private collaboration
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Business Analytics for Enhanced Agility
•	 Near real-time optimization of cargo and/or  

personnel movement
•	 Model uncertainty and provide flexibility to ensure  

on-time delivery of resources
•	 Improve operational effectiveness
•	 Reduce supply chain costs
•	 Improve post ad hoc event recovery planning

Increased Transit Ridership (City in Motion)
•	 Enable better transit planning and design to improve 

ridership, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and improve 
sustainability of transit systems

•	 Develop models of people and vehicle movement using 
existing sensors such as volunteer opt-in mobile phones

•	 Combine movement models with city and transit data to identify 
prioritization given the scenario that supply exceeds demand

•	 Enable end-to-end delivery using IBM GTS cloud

Multi-modal Transportation (City in Motion)
•	 Enable better transit and transportation planning and 

operations to improve multimodal connectivity, reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions and congestion

•	 Leverage existing sensors in transit to develop movement 
models for people and transit across multiple modes of 
transportation

•	 Analyze existing city transit system with metrics that focus  
on multimodal transit mode coordination

Simulation Enabled Transit Network and Operations 
Optimization
•	 Provides closed loop intelligent traffic management solution
•	 Provides scenario-oriented simulation tool to support 

decision making
•	 Enables assessment of alterative configurations and 

operational strategies
•	 Increases quality of transit planning
•	 Improves traveler service and satisfaction

Transportation-related Decision Support System  
Optimizer (DSSO)
•	 Integrated tools to improve command center decision making
•	 Uses massive real-time and historical traffic data
•	 Combines incident detection and impact prediction, traffic 

prediction, control plan optimization and expected benefit 
assessment

•	 Recommends best actions in response to incidents
•	 Enables faster response time
•	 Improves productivity and service

Dynamic Optimization of City Intermodal Transportation
•	 Dynamic intermodal transportation network optimization tool
•	 Optimizes mobility resource allocation and transport options
•	 Optimizes public multimodal transport capacity
•	 Increases ridership and revenue
•	 Reduces costs per passenger
•	 Improves citizen service
•	 Enables rapid response to unplanned events and disruptions
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E. Transportation maturity model 
Based on extensive research and interviews with leading 
transportation authorities globally, IBM has developed a 
maturity model based on the level of system, data and service 
integration across multiple transportation modes. 

The model enables authorities to view their business and  
ITS solutions holistically and capture their vision and goal.  
A profile of a typical transportation authority has been mapped 
below for reference.

Level 1 
Silo

Level 2 
Single Mode 
integrated

Level 3 
Partially integrated

Level 4 
Multimodal 
integrated

Level 5 
Multimodal  
optimized

S
tr

at
eg

ic
 p

la
nn

in
g

Planning Functional area planning 
(single mode)

Project-based planning 
(single mode)

Integrated agency-wide 
planning (single mode)

Integrated corridor-
based multimodal 
planning

Integrated regional 
multimodal planning

Performance  
measurement

Minimal Defined metrics by mode Limited integration 
across organizational 
silos

Shared multimodal 
systemwide metrics

Continuous system-
wide performance 
management

Customer  
relationships

Minimal capability, no 
customer accounts

Customer accounts 
managed separately  
for each system/mode

Multichannel account 
interaction per mode

Unified customer 
account across multiple 
modes

Integrated multimodal 
incentives to optimize 
multimodal use

R
ea

lti
m

e 
in
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rm

at
io

n 
cr

ea
tio

n 
ca

pa
bi

lit
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Data collection Limited or manual input Near real-time for  
major routes

Real-time for major 
routes using multiple 
inputs

Real-time coverage  
for major corridors,  
all significant modes

System-wide real-time 
data collection across all 
modes

Data intergration Limited Networked Common user interface Two-way system 
integration

Extended integration

Analytics Adhoc analysis Periodic, systematic 
analysis

High-level analysis  
in near real-time

Detailed analysis  
in real-time

Multimodal analysis  
in real-time

Payment  
methods

Manual cash collection Automatic cash 
machines

Electronic payments Multimodal integrated 
fare card

Multimodal, multi-media 
(fare cards, cellphones, 
etc)

R
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m
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n 
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Network ops.  
Response

Adhoc, single mode Centralized,  
single mode

Automatic,  
single mode

Automated, multimodal Multimodal real-time 
optimized

Incident  
management

Manual detection, 
response and recovery

Manual detection, 
coordinated response, 
recovery

Automatic detection, 
coordinated response 
and manual recovery

Automated pre-planned 
multimodal recovery 
plans

Dynamic multimodal 
recovery plans based  
on real-time data

Demand  
management

Individual static 
measures

Individual measures, with 
long-term variability

Coordinated measures 
with short-term variability

Dynamic pricing Multimodal dynamic 
pricing

Traveler  
information

Static information Static trip planning with 
limited real-time alerts

Multi-channel trip 
planning and account 
based alert subscription

Location-based, on 
journey multimodal 
information

Location based, 
multimodal proactive 
rerouting
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G. Global implementations of 
transportation recommendations

San DiegoDubai London Stockholm Singapore Seoul Other

Level 1 
Silo

Level 2 
Single Mode 
integrated

Level 3 
Partially integrated

Level 4 
Multimodal 
integrated

Level 5 
Multimodal  
optimized

S
tr

at
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ic
 p
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nn
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Planning Functional area planning 
(single mode)

Project-based planning 
(single mode)

Integrated agency-wide 
planning (single mode)

Integrated corridor-
based multimodal 
planning

Integrated regional 
multimodal planning

Performance  
measurement

Minimal Defined metrics by mode Limited integration 
across organizational 
silos

Shared multimodal 
systemwide metrics

Continuous system-
wide performance 
management

Customer  
relationships

Minimal capability, no 
customer accounts

Customer accounts 
managed separately  
for each system/mode

Multichannel account 
interaction per mode

Unified customer 
account across multiple 
modes

Integrated multimodal 
incentives to optimize 
multimodal use

R
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Data collection Limited or manual input Near real-time for  
major routes

Real-time for major 
routes using multiple 
inputs

Real-time coverage  
for major corridors,  
all significant modes

System-wide real-time 
data collection across all 
modes

Data intergration Limited Networked Common user interface Two-way system 
integration

Extended integration

Analytics Adhoc analysis Periodic, systematic 
analysis

High-level analysis  
in near real-time

Detailed analysis  
in real-time

Multimodal analysis  
in real-time

Payment  
methods

Manual cash collection Automatic cash 
machines

Electronic payments Multimodal integrated 
fare card

Multimodal, multi-media 
(fare cards, cellphones, 
etc)
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Network ops.  
Response

Adhoc, single mode Centralized,  
single mode

Automatic,  
single mode

Automated, multimodal Multimodal real-time 
optimized

Incident  
management

Manual detection, 
response and recovery

Manual detection, 
coordinated response, 
recovery

Automatic detection, 
coordinated response 
and manual recovery

Automated pre-planned 
multimodal recovery 
plans

Dynamic multimodal 
recovery plans based  
on real-time data

Demand  
management

Individual static 
measures

Individual measures, with 
long-term variability

Coordinated measures 
with short-term variability

Dynamic pricing Multimodal dynamic 
pricing

Traveler  
information

Static information Static trip planning with 
limited real-time alerts

Multi-channel trip 
planning and account 
based alert subscription

Location-based, on 
journey multimodal 
information

Location based, 
multimodal proactive 
rerouting
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H. Initial ideas assessment

Short term
•	 Offload loss making bus routes to private players
•	 Street side parking fines dynamic pricing
•	 Increase metro utilisation
•	 Taxi marketplace
•	 Aesthetic corners
•	 ZipCars/scooters
•	 Road charging
•	 Invest in future transportation institute with 

Kyoto as the test bed

Medium term
•	 Integrated parking system
•	 Real-time transportation information system
•	 Integrated kiosks with travel planners at key points
•	 Dedicated bus lanes
•	 Hub and spoke bus transportation system
•	 Dynamic traffic management

Long term
•	 Alternate technologies
•	 LRTs
•	 Covered air-conditioned skywalks with solar panels
•	 Relocate business districts
•	 Fly in the sky
•	 District planning to create a living museum
•	 Pedestrian only area(s)
•	 Create ring road and black side streets
•	 Bring management of roads back to the  

local government

How does it help walkability?

Alignment to traditions

Kyoto people can be inspired to act

Sustainability

Viability 
(i.e. ecosystem, police, stakeholders, laws, restrictions, 
constraints, references, credentials, has it been  
done before?)

Impact 
(i.e. Economic value, reputation, intangibles)

Bold

Time to value

Risk
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